
TRAFFIC LIGHT EXPERT SYSTEM USING CLIPS

This provides a summary of the aforementioned Expert System as intersections by controlling the traffic signals at these
intersections.

To develop a program capable of some useful functions you need a set of rules. Originally developed by
Johnson Space Center, it enables highly efficient pattern matching. Five machine versions are available. The
program contains an inference engine and a language syntax that provide a framework for the construction of
an expert system. To restore a deffacts statement after an undeffacts command, You must enter the statement
again. Fact-indices are not reused. In additional to facts it is possible to eliminate rules selectivity by using the
undefrule. Two useful commands allow You to save and load facts using a file. The collection of conditions
and actions to be taken if the conditions are met is constructed into a rule network. Additional pertinent facts
are matched to the rule network. This fact has then triggered rule duck, which has asserted the fact sound-is
quack. Wildcards and variables are supported for both single and multiple fields. Other helpful commands in
debugging: watch facts. The patterns light green not light red means that in fact database must exists light
green fact and must NOT exists light red fact to fire the rule. It also includes tools for debugging an
application. It is designed to allow artificial intelligence research, development, and delivery on conventional
computers. Facts only keeps information. For these reasons, the program is written in C. To trigger the rule
type run. Now try to develop more powerful program, for example an expert system to determine how a
mobile robot should respond to a traffic light. CLIPS is a forward chaining rule-based language. In the sample
rule, the first part defrule dog gives the rule a unique name, the second part animal-is dog is a pattern of the
rule IF and the part assert sound-is bark is the actions of the rule THEN. The action part of rule can also have
multiple actions. The PC version and the Macintosh. CLIPS operates by maintaining a list of facts and a set of
rules operating on them. CLIPS meets or outperforms most micro- and minicomputer based artificial
intelligence tools. To retract fact you must specify the fact-index not the fact itself. The undeffacts command
removes deffacts from the memory. Then check the fact list again and you'll see that there is a new fact
inferred by the rule. This is the power of rule-based programming.


